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With our Tipper division, we can transport Chrome, Manganese, 

Magnetite, Iron Ore, and Pig iron. Our Tipper fleet consists of Side 

tipper links with the state-of-the-art lightweight design that are 

capable of super payloads up to 40 tons.

At Jacobs Transport we embrace technology and use it to our 

advantage.  Each one of our drivers is equipped with a tablet, and a 

cell phone, we are in constant contact via WhatsApp and phone 

calls.  We have ensured that our signing-on-glass technology is 

perfected and speeds up the receipt of POD’s and therefore we can 

provide invoicing much sooner. Our Drivers are tasked by our 

Controllers directly onto their tablets, and are able to follow the 

special instructions displayed as well as route guided to the correct 

locations.

In keeping with the advanced 

technology strategy, each one of our 

vehicles are fitted with 4 cameras (live) 

as well as Telematics tracking ensuring 

that our operators remain in 24/7 

control of the fleet. We are able to 

provide our customers with secure, 

efficient logistics. This has made us a 

valuable logistics service provider with 

a good name to large mines/contractors 
throughout South Africa.
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As a Fleet Owner we are able to assist you with managing your fleet and 

providing you with loads.

What we offer you:

• We as Jacobs Transport will be able to manage your fleet as if it 

were our own. 

• We are currently assisting companies such as yours by staying in 

touch with the drivers as we do with our own. 

• We pride ourselves in our Customer contacts within the industry 

that grants us the ability to maximize loads per month and in so 

doing ensures higher profit margins. 

• We have shown that we can control fuel consumption with our 

drivers and this experience is also beneficial to your fleet when 

we care for it. 

• We can also supply fuel to you at a preferential rate. 

• Our workshop can also assist with quotation on repairs or 

breakdowns. 

• We provide you with clear and actionable monthly reports



Jacobs Transport believes strongly that if you can’t measure it, you can’t

manage it. We try collect as much data as possible and from various

independent sources. Management sits at least weekly with below reports to

identify and correct any red flag events.

Our valued Drivers are incentivised and coached to earn good wages in a

mutually beneficial relationship.





fleet of Tipper Trucks

are all recent models, mainly MAN

and Scania, and we measure all

variables that affect Cost Per

Kilometre (CPK). Tyres are regularly

monitored and surveyed.

We have our own onsite workshop

ensuring that the wheels keep

rolling and we also have an inhouse

bowser that assists us in keeping

the diesel costs as low as possible

ensuring more loads for less.




